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SEE ON DISPLAY AT THE
PA FARM SHOW

A.R. WOOD’S REVERSE CAGE ;

YOUR KEY TO HIGHER PROFIT
4-DECK REVERSE CAGE SUNT BACK SYSTEM FROM A.R. WOOD

IS BUILT TO DELIVER
NET PROFIT - UP TO 50* EXTRA WET PROFIT PER HEN PER YEAR!

xS24

Research has confirmed that less competition at the feed trough is
one key to more eggs and more net profit. With proper management,
the Northco® 4-Deck Reverse-Cage Slant Back System from A.R.
Wood will deliverextra net profit from the day it's installed:

Optional manual
overhead fill system.
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HERE’S WHY...
The extra equipment costs are off-
set by savings in building costs (in
new construction).

There's no increase in operating
cost, no extra feed.

The Reverse Cage delivers fewer
cracked eggs.

Slant back design eliminates the
need for dropping boards and drop-
ping board scrapers.

The Northco® Core Auger mixes
the feed as it moves, to prevent
feed separation.

There’s only a 2” setback per tier,
so there’s easy access to ail levels.

Northco Farrowing Crates
THE TOUGH FARROWING CRATES

EASY TO CLEAN - There’s a minimum of places for manure to hang-
up and the round side-rails make clean-up easy. This means better
sanitation and longer crate life. Northco Farrowing Crates in use since
1968 are still in good condition.

LABOR-SAVING - Northco Farrowing Crates can raise more pigs with
less labor. Automatic feeding, watering and controlled manuring
reduce the “busy” work of farrowing and increase the time available
for management.

PIG-SAVING - Farrowing crates can help you wean an extra pig or
more per litter according to customer experience and university
research. Those extra pigs add up to extra profit for you.

Heavy-gauge, galvanized steel construction makes Northco Farrow-
ing Crates tough... to stand upto hog-house abuse. But Northco Farr-
owing Crates are more than strong.

metering hopper is available for use with an
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For more information completethis coupon and return to:
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